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Syncretism of dative and accusative of the def. article 
sg. masculine in Mennonite Low German spoken in 

Mennonite colonies in the Soviet Union in 1930.


1. Sample: who and when?


2. Syncretism: what and were?


3. Syncretism: why?
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• 57 questionnaires/
informants


• Russia German 
Mennonites


• By Walther Mitzka, 1930, 
German refugee camps 
(Mölln, Hammerstein)


• www.regionalsprache.de

The survey
1. Sample: who and when?



57 questionnaires/informants 
38 places, 

11+ colonies
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1. Sample: who and when?
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• 40 “Wenker-sentences” 
devised by Georg Wenker 
(1852-1911) for the 
Sprachatlas des Deutschen 
Reichs

WS03: 

Thu Kohlen in den Ofen, daß die Milch bald an zu kochen fängt. 
“Put coals in the oven, so the milk will soon begin to boil.”

1. Sample: who and when?



Similarity of coding: raw transliteration (all WS, 55 qs.)
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1. Sample: who and when?

Thanks to Michael Cysouw
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• 40 “Wenker-sentences” 
devised by Georg Wenker 
(1852-1911) for the 
Sprachatlas des Deutschen 
Reich

WS03: 

Thu Kohlen in den Ofen, daß die Milch bald an zu kochen fängt. 
“Put coals in the oven, so the milk will soon begin to boil.”

Do Kohli em Owi, daut the Mahlk bolt aun to koki fangt.Do Kohli em Owi, daut the Mahlk bolt aun to koki fangt.

2. Syncretism: what and where?
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WS03: 

Thu Kohlen in den Ofen, daß die Milch bald an zu kochen fängt. 
“Put coals in the oven, so the milk will soon begin to boil.”

Do Kohli em Owi, daut the Mahlk bolt aun to koki fangt.Do Kohli em Owi, daut the Mahlk bolt aun to koki fangt.

2. Syncretism: what and where?

in + acc -> in den Ofen 

en + dem ???



Paradigm def.art. of Mennonite Low German according to Mitzka’s survey  
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2. Syncretism: what and where?

Case of object



Zimmer (yesterday) “The dative is more prone to variation and change than nominative and 
accusative in Namibian German and in other German contrast varieties.”

Sorry!
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2. Syncretism: what and where?

Paradigm def.art. of Mennonite Low German according to Mitzka’s survey  

Case of object
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WS03: 

Thu Kohlen in den Ofen, daß die Milch bald an zu kochen fängt. 
“Put coals in the oven, so the milk will soon begin to boil.”

Do Kohli em Owi, daut the Mahlk bolt aun to koki fangt.

2. Syncretism: what and where?



How?
1. Inheritance: Westgermanic (Low German) case syncretism 

(cf. Shrier 1965)


• Not in Low Prussian (?)


2. Contact:


a) unrelated (Russian): bilingualism leads to insecurity of 
formal case marking


b) related (dialects): 


i. Other: Central and Upper German (2-case-systems)


ii) Low German: prestige of Molotschna variety 
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3. Syncretism: How?



West 
Prussia

Uruguay

Canada Brazil Paraguay 
Fernheim

Bolivia

Paraguay 
Menno Mexico

Belize Texas

Canada

19481790

1870 1930

1918 1918

vernacular: High German 

Chortitza (1790)

Molotschna (1804)

…

Holland, Flanders, Frisia, NW 
Germany

16th century

+ modern Standard German

- modern Standard German
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Mennonite  
emigration paths

vernacular: Low German 

Soviet Union

3. Syncretism: How?



West 
Prussia

Soviet Union
Uruguay

Brazil Paraguay 
Fernheim

Bolivia

Paraguay 
Menno

19481790

1870 1930

1918 1918

Molotschna (1804)

Holland, Flanders, Frisia, NW 
Germany

16th century

+ modern Standard German

- modern Standard German
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dat/acc syncretism 
in def.art.sg.m.

unknown

+ syncretism

- syncretism

…

Canada Canada

Belize Texas

Mexico

Chortitza (1790)
…

.. .

3. Syncretism: How?



Syncretism of dative and accusative of the def. article sg. 
masculine in Mennonite Low German spoken in 
Mennonite colonies in the Soviet Union in 1930.


 object case with the orig. dative from (DEM) 

originated in the Molotschna colony/after Chortitza settlement 
(internal), spread to


1. secondary colonies (SU), contact with other dialect(s)


2. tertiary colonies (CAN, USA, LatAm), contact with other 
dialect(s) and Standard German. 
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Summing up



Syncretism of dative and accusative of the def. article sg. 
masculine in Mennonite Low German spoken in 
Mennonite colonies in the Soviet Union in 1930.


 object case with the orig. dative form (DEM) 

originated in the Molotschna colony/after Chortitza settlement 
(internal), spread to


1. secondary colonies (SU), contact with other dialect(s)


2. tertiary colonies (CAN, USA, LatAm), contact with other 
dialect(s) and Standard German. 

Thank you for your attention!

Summing up
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